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The past few years have seen a steady increase of focus from
business leaders on their companies’ talent acquisition strategy.
It is becoming clearer than ever that attracting and retaining the
right people is a serious constraint on business success, and
so talent leaders are tasked with building more mature talent
organizations, ones capable of both operational excellence and
strategic vision.
In the Talent Engagement Summit 2019, talent leaders from
leading companies operating around the world shared how they
are facing this challenge, and discussed where they see the
industry going in 2020. We summarized their insights in
this resource.

“We didn’t set out
to make a better ATS.
We set out to solve the
talent problem that
CEOs worry about: the
insights to prioritize
the acquisition of
capabilities that can
drive competitive
advantage.”
Abakar Saidov
CEO at Beamery
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CRAIG PYKE - TALENT ACQUISITION MANAGER - CONTINENTAL

The ATS as we know it is dead
Traditional ATS technology that is job-centric and focuses on
managing the hiring transaction only is not enough. No enterprise
organization can hope to compete for the best talent with a
recruiting model that starts from scratch at every job requisition,
talent marketing programs that are ad-hoc and generic, and
traditional reporting that is limited to cost of hire or time to hire.

“No matter how good the tech, it’s only
really as powerful as its integrations.”
While the technology to become proactive and relationshipfocused exists, its implementation is the real challenge for
larger enterprises. Not only are the backend requirements for
information flow, data privacy, and automation more sophisticated,
the organizations needing to adopt a new approach to recruiting
are larger and more complexe. A recruiting organization build
around an ATS and a set of disparate add-ons simply
cannot compete.
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KELSEA GIBSON - LEAD TALENT ACQUISITION SCOUT - COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

TA’s rising expertise gains
trust with rest of business
The days of hiring managers claiming to be better equipped to
hire niche or specialized talent than the recruiting team are over.
With the advent of proactive recruiting and candidate nurture
at scale, talent teams can now build relationships with the right
candidates far more easily than ever before.
In addition, with the spread of recruiting tools enabling
organizational and relationship mapping, automated consent
monitoring, and triggered campaigns and workflows, recruiters
can structure their hiring process in ways that hiring
managers simply cannot.

“Talent Acquisition is not a reactive
service-providing function anymore.”
By equipping themselves to become proactive and
future-facing, talent teams can bring valuable insight to the
design and execution of business-wide initiatives, from growth
plans to market expansions to mergers and acquisitions.

Playbooks, process, and proactive action
The sourcing function in mature talent organizations is increasingly
more structured, which contributes to increasing reliability and
consistency, and therefore trust with the rest of the business.
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BRYAN LICK - TALENT SCOUT - NBA

The scope of competition for
talent is expanding
Talent organizations are getting creative and stepping
outside of their usual hunting grounds to find the people they
need. As highlighted by the NBA (National Basketball Association)
talent scout Bryan Lick, companies from industries such as
tech, entertainment or content production are competing with
sports leagues for the limited pool of available talent to fill
a variety of roles.
With the talent market tightening up across industries,
talent teams are naturally strengthening their proactive
strategies through better sourcing. With more powerful CRMs
and Talent Marketing solutions at their disposal, they can
dive deeper into candidate data and rely less on superficial
characteristics such as industry or past job titles.

“All industries are facing
more sophisticated and diverse
competition—even sports leagues.
That’s why reactive recruiting is
not enough anymore.”
Bryan Lick
Talent Scout - NBA
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BRYAN LICK - TALENT SCOUT - NBA

Passive talent is the key to
a strong pipeline
Engaging passive candidates and feeding them into a
pipeline has become a priority to most companies. For these
talent organizations, it is not as much a matter of filling open
roles more quickly, as it is about the strategic impact of a
“strong bench”, such as higher quality hire and more authentic
relationships with candidates.
Mature talent organizations need three pillars to be able to
predictably identify great talent and nurture it and engage
in order to create a strong pipeline.
•

Active and trained recruiters who are skilled in proactive
sourcing techniques

•

A communication strategy adapted to the volumes and types
of roles likely to be needed by the business

•

Transformative technology that is able to support every
aspect of sourcing, nurturing and converting passive
talent, and that will integrate with the rest of the talent
organization’s activities
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TRICIA GOOSE - GLOBAL EMPLOYER BRAND, MANAGER - APPIAN

Employee activation is
becoming vital part of a
mature talent attraction
strategy
Employee activation
Program

Content

People

Referrals are a powerful talent attraction
tool. They bring in higher quality talent
with a better chance of company fit. But
referrals are not the only part of employee
activation: testimonials, reviews, brand
ambassadorship… Employees support
talent attraction strategies in many
impactful ways.

As talent teams grow more mature, they
learn to efficiently produce or repurpose
content that can be used by employees,
or in the context of employee activation
programs, to support the employer brand,
from blogs to Youtube channels to
memos and email guidelines.

Even the best-designed employee
activation strategies are likely to flop
without strong employee champions. The
right people— with the right formal and
informal networks in the organization—can
spread enthusiasm, feed useful information
back from the front lines, and help shape
processes to adapt to people’s needs.

92%
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of people will trust recommendations that they get from
friends and family over any other kind of marketing,
promotion or advertising.
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TRICIA GOOSE - GLOBAL EMPLOYER BRAND, MANAGER - APPIAN

Employees are empowered to
influence candidates
Employee activation also means employee empowerment. Setting
up employer brand champions and ambassadors for success will
necessitate that talent teams equip them with the right content,
skills, and technical support. Such programs can be supported
by talent CRMs, talent marketing platforms, referral management
tools, and a host of other solutions that make it easier for
employees to bring in new talent.
Another aspect of the rising sophistication of these programs
is the improved visibility in their impact. The consolidation and
integration of the talent attraction technology scene is making it
possible to report accurately on the value of arming employees
with the right tools and knowledge to spread the company’s
EVP and refer great fits.

“Employees help support the employer
brand in many different ways. They’re
your Employer Brand ‘s primary
influencer.”

Modern employee activation
Champion persona building using
talent CRM capabilities

Strong infrastructure and content
support: trainings for brand ambassadors,
newsletters to communicate different
employer brand aspects, internal
community building

Multi-prong launch strategies leveraging
different talent acquisition functions:
events, employer branding, campus
recruiting, talent operations...
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ESSIE RUSSELL BUTLER - FOUNDER - ERB CONSULTING

Talent teams are exploring
their diversity stories
Diversity fatigue is real. Talent teams have been stuck in a rut
when it comes to diversity hiring goals and strategies, but the
most competitive of them are learning to set higher expectations
for the rest of the business in order to capture diverse talent.
Publicly embracing the need for diversity and inclusion is not
enough anymore. Talent teams are looking inwards to identify
their personal story with diversity
•

What senior hires have they brought in from diverse
background and how do they contribute to bringing in
diverse talent?

•

What process or policy commitments has the company made
to the benefit of a specific minority or to encourage hiring
more women?

TA teams are also adding measurable layers to the question of
diversity hiring. It is not simply about setting hiring goals for their
recruiting teams. It’s about exploring what a diverse company look
like beyond the personal characteristics of its employees.
•

How can diversity be included in the organization’s
operational fabric, not only as a goal, but a also as a
competency for business leadership?

•

What should the data say about the diversity and
inclusion of the full hiring process at every step? And is
the company equipped to properly measure and iterate
on these data points?

Removing bias and ensuring a diverse pool of candidates
and an inclusive candidate journey needs to happen at
every stage
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MILAN BAOSIC & NADJA CZESZAK - TALENT OPERATIONS AND EMPLOYER
BRANDING - CCH

Specialization without Silos
through better information
management
Different talent functions aim for different outputs, yet still have
to find ways to work well together. In 2020, we will see a rising
number of talent teams taking an active look at their processes
and workflows to enable their specialized teams to work together.
The first risk with specialization is the rise of information silos.
Talent teams who manage to dive deeper into each area of
expertise without cutting themselves off from each other will
be able to create the kind of 360° candidate experience that
top talent looks for.
This can be achieved by setting up information flows between
different teams as well as different systems–a requirement
well-understood by technology providers who have been
moving more and more towards consolidation and system
integration in 2019.
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KEVIN BLAIR - GLOBAL TALENT LEADER

Talent vendors are advising
on strategy, not UI
The role of technology vendors in talent acquisition is shifting
closer to strategy advisory, and further away from reactive user
interface improvements and feature launches. In the current talent
market, talent leaders see an opportunity to step in with businessoriented inputs, and need support from vendors in building
forward-facing organizations.
This requires a step-up in capabilities; talent teams need to be
able to work back from desired business outcomes and companywide initiatives to build realistic talent acquisition plans. It also
requires these teams to significantly improve their ability to
analyze and report on every aspect of talent attraction, acquisition
and retention. That is where TA tech providers ar4e expected to
have the most impact.

“Operations roles have been central
to every team’s success for a while now,
from sales to marketing to finance. We’re
starting to see an emphasis on similar
roles for talent. Talent leaders
are starting to look for Talent
Ops professionals.”
Kevin Blair
Global Talent leader
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AMY MILLER - SENIOR TECH RECRUITER - GOOGLE

AI Assist: What to expect
from talent tech
AI in recruiting will take on the role of assisting and augmenting
recruiting activities, as that is the best way to combine human
judgment and insights with simplification, automation and
reporting capabilities AI-powered recruiting technology.
There are three main areas where AI can already significantly
improve recruiting workflows:

Reduced speed and accuracy

Possible biases

Disorganized engagement

• Hours of searching

• “Pedigree”

• Less-Qualified Candidates

• Keyword matching

• Focus on who you know

• Right Candidates, Wrong Time

• One source at a time

• Target companies and
backgrounds

• Info out of date
• in many impactful ways.
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Discover Beamery’s Talent
Operating System
Beamery is a Talent Operating System (TOS), a platform that
allows enterprises to manage the entire talent journey on a single
platform. Beamery’s TOS centralizes a company’s candidate data,
systems and talent operations, allowing recruiters to attract,
engage, and retain top candidates on a unified platform, while
providing a seamless talent experience.
Beamery’s TOS is comprised of three core suites which
map to the different stages of the talent journey — Attract,
Engage, Retain. It also includes an API middleware layer to
manage integrations, and Comply - a compliance management
and automation product to help organizations against
GDPR, and other data protection legislation in
countries like Russia and China.

Attract

Engage

Retain

Careers
sites

Talent
CRM

Mobility

Convert

Talent
Marketing

Surveys

Events

Executive
Search
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About Beamery
Beamery’s Talent Operating System allows enterprises to
attract, engage, and retain top talent, and manage the entire
talent journey through one unified platform. Beamery’s mission is
to help the world’s best companies acquire their greatest assets:
their people. Founded in 2014, Beamery is trusted by the world’s
most innovative global organizations to treat their candidates
like customers. Beamery has offices in London, Austin,
and San Francisco.
For more information, visit the Beamery website, follow
@BeameryHQ on Twitter, or email us at info@beamery.com.

“The best candidate experiences
are powered by Beamery”
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